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ABSTRACT
Aims. Emission line profiles from solar coronal loops exhibit properties that are unexplained by current models. We investigate the
non-thermal broadening associated with plasma heating in coronal loops that is induced by magnetic field line braiding.
Methods. We describe the coronal loop by a 3D magnetohydrodynamic model of the turbulent decay of an initially-braided magnetic
field. From this we synthesize the Fe xii line at 193 Å that forms around 1.5 MK.
Results. Key features of current observations of extreme UV lines from the corona are reproduced in the synthesised spectra: (i)
Typical non-thermal widths range from 15 to 20 km s−1. (ii) The widths are approximately independent of the size of the field of view.
(iii) There is a correlation between line intensity and the non-thermal broadening. (iv) Spectra are found to be non-Gaussian, with
enhanced power in the wings of order 10-20%.
Conclusions. Our model provides an explanation that self-consistently connects the heating process to the observed non-thermal
line broadening. The non-Gaussian nature of the spectra is a consequence of the non-Gaussian nature of the underlying velocity
fluctuations, interpreted as a signature of intermittency in the turbulence.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Observational basis
Observations of spectral lines on the Sun almost always reveal
the presence of non-thermal broadening of the line profiles, ir-
respective if it is an absorption line in the near-surface layers of
the photosphere and chromosphere (e.g. de la Cruz Rodríguez &
van Noort 2017) or an emission line from the transition region
and corona (e.g. Mariska 1992; Del Zanna & Mason 2018, and
references therein). Specifically, the observed width of an emis-
sion line, wobs (corrected for instrumental broadening), is generi-
cally found to be in excess of the thermal width, wth. The thermal
width represents the thermal motions of the plasma in the source
region of the emission. In equilibrium, this equals the width of
the velocity distribution (Maxwellian) of a gas at temperature T
(e.g. Mariska 1992),
wth =
(
2 kBT
m
)1/2
, (1)
Here kB is Boltzmann’s constant and m is the mass of the atom,
ion or molecule under consideration. When quoting the thermal
width of a given spectral line the temperature usually used is
the line formation temperature assuming ionisation equilibrium.
Here and in the rest of this study we refer to the Gaussian width
which is the half width at 1/e of the line peak.
Due to the Doppler effect, the observed line profile should
have this same thermal width wth. The simple fact that the ob-
served line widths are in excess of the thermal broadening,
wobs > wth, shows that there are non-thermal motions that are not
resolved by the observations. Assuming that these non-thermal
motions also follow (roughly) a Maxwellian distribution, one
can attribute a non-thermal width, wnt, to these,
wnt =
(
w2obs − w2th
)1/2
. (2)
The non-thermal motions can originate from any unresolved mo-
tions within the spatial resolution element of the instrument: One
example would be that there is a structure on the Sun at scales
below the resolution limit of the instrument, so that plasma at
different locations within the resolution element would move at
different (line-of-sight) velocities. Also, there might be different
speeds at different locations along the line of sight. Or the ve-
locity could change in time during the exposure of the spectrum.
On the real Sun we are probably confronted with a mixture of all
these effects. The non-thermal broadening typically corresponds
to unresolved motions at subsonic speeds (e.g. Mariska 1992,
their Fig. 5.2). As such the motions could in principle be asso-
ciated with turbulence (e.g. Doschek & Feldman 1977), quasi-
periodic upflows or waves (e.g. Tian et al. 2012) or shocks (e.g.
De Pontieu et al. 2015) or by any subsonic motions that are unre-
solved. Many speculations have been made regarding the phys-
ical nature of these non-thermal motions, but so far it has not
been possible to draw any firm conclusions. Instead, the use of,
e.g., terms such as micro- or macro-turbulence implemented in
atmospheric modeling (Gray 1978) reflect more the current lack
of understanding than a clear physical understanding of the pro-
cess.
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The extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation from the Sun is
dominated by emission lines originating from the upper solar
atmosphere, from the transition region and the corona hosting
plasma at temperatures from 0.05 MK to several MK. Since the
early EUV observations it has been obvious that all these lines
show significant non-thermal broadening (Brueckner & Moe
1972; Boland et al. 1973; Doschek & Feldman 1977).
In quiet Sun regions the non-thermal line width increases
with temperature up to about 0.3 MK reaching some 30 km s−1;
the broadening then drops to about 15 km s−1 just above 1 MK
(Mariska 1992; Chae et al. 1998). Modest values of non-thermal
broadening of about 15 km s−1 to 20 km s−1 are also found in ac-
tive regions in loops at high temperatures ranging from 1 MK to
5 MK (Hara & Ichimoto 1999; Testa et al. 2016; Brooks & War-
ren 2016). Magnetically open structures in coronal holes might
show slightly higher broadening (e.g. Hahn & Savin 2013), but
there the broadening mechanism might be different from the
magnetically closed loops we consider in this paper. One re-
markable feature of the non-thermal broadening is that it does
not change with spatial resolution, from the smallest scales cur-
rently observable (about 0.35′′) to several arcseconds. This is
true for transition region temperatures of 0.1 MK (seen in Si iv;
De Pontieu et al. 2015) as well as for coronal structures above
1 MK (seen in Fe xii; Testa et al. 2016). This shows that the
mechanism leading to the excess broadening has to operate on
spatial scales smaller than about 0.35′′.
In the transition region at temperatures of about 0.1 MK, the
non-thermal broadening increases or correlates with the line in-
tensity (Dere et al. 1984), i.e. the non-thermal broadening is
larger for higher line intensity. This is the case irrespective of
whether we consider quiet Sun, coronal holes, active regions (De
Pontieu et al. 2015), rapidly evolving microflares in active re-
gion cores (Chitta & Lazarian 2020), or the bright network or
faint inter-network areas (Peter 2000). At higher temperatures
in the quiet Sun the correlation becomes weak, if present at all
(Chae et al. 1998). In active regions at temperatures above 1 MK
there is also a correlation between line intensity and non-thermal
broadening if the active region is considered as a whole (Li &
Ding 2009). Also when considering a single coronal loop there
is a (weak) correlation (seen in Fe xii; Testa et al. 2016). In a few
selected locations in an active region, e.g. when picking a small
particular segment of a loop or a footpoint region, one might
even find a negative correlation (Scott & Martens 2011). So in
general, in an active region the non-thermal broadening should
increase with line intensity (except for the dark outflow regions
in the periphery of active regions Doschek et al. 2008).
Besides the non-thermal broadening, the spectral profiles
often also show excess emission in the line wings. This was
already noted in early EUV observations (Kjeldseth Moe &
Nicolas 1977). The more prominent of these cases that often
show separate components in the wings have been interpreted
as bi-directional outflows from reconnection jets (Dere & Ma-
son 1993; Innes et al. 1997, 2015). In particular, lines forming in
the quiet Sun transition region at around 0.1 MK show an excess
emission in the line wings contributing in some cases up to 30%
to the total line radiance (Peter 2001), often with an excess to the
blue (McIntosh & De Pontieu 2009). A clear excess emission in
the blue wing is also found at the footpoints of coronal loops in
active regions (Hara et al. 2008), which has been interpreted as
the signature of a universal process that injects mass and energy
into the loop (De Pontieu et al. 2009). If stable coronal loops are
observed near the apex with a line-of-sight apparently (roughly)
perpendicular to the loop axis, the excess in the blue and red
wings is symmetric (seen in Fe xv; Peter 2010), i.e. of compa-
rable strength. This is the case not only for these active region
loops at more than 1 MK, but is also found for cool active region
loops at about 0.1 MK (seen in Si iv; Li & Peter 2019).
1.2. Previous hypotheses and modelling
Many qualitative hypotheses have been proposed to explain the
non-thermal line widths, but so far we have no clear quantita-
tive explanation (e.g. as summarised in Sects 4.3–4.5 by Peter
2010). Such qualitative suggestions to explain the line broad-
ening and the excess emission in the wings include magneto-
acoustic waves and shocks, field-aligned non-resolved motions,
small-scale reconnection, or turbulent motions or kinetic pro-
cesses leading to modifications of the velocity distribution func-
tion.
More quantitative predictions of the line profiles have re-
cently been developed based on waves injected into the loop –
however, they fail to simultaneously reproduce both observed
temperatures and non-thermal broadening. On the one hand, 3D
MHD models that excite transverse MHD waves through ve-
locity drivers with prescribed amplitudes find that the line-of-
sight superposition of large-amplitude Alfvénic waves in the
coronal loops could result in a large non-thermal broadening
of the spectral lines (Pant et al. 2019). However, those mod-
els do not simultaneously heat the plasma with those waves to
the required temperatures. Instead, a rather hot background al-
ready exists in the initial condition. On the other hand, reduced
MHD models that do self-consistently energize the coronal loops
through Alfvénic waves do not match the observed temperatures
and non-thermal broadening simultaneously: if the non-thermal
broadening is matched to observations then temperatures are too
low, while in simulations that reproduce the observed tempera-
tures the non-thermal broadening is too high (Asgari-Targhi et al.
2014; van Ballegooijen et al. 2017). As noted above, typical ob-
served non-thermal broadening is in the range 15–20 km s−1,
while in these models typically wnth ∼ 27 km s−1. Because of
the principle of reduced MHD models, one cannot derive the ac-
tual emission line spectra from those simulations (Asgari-Targhi
et al. 2014).
Also one-dimensional loop models have been used to inves-
tigate non-thermal broadening. By design, such models can only
investigate the effects of field-aligned flows on the line width.
For example, Patsourakos & Klimchuk (2006) investigated the
effect of a short heating pulse. The resulting flows can lead to
line broadening; in the right range of model parameters even giv-
ing the right amount of non-thermal broadening when integrat-
ing over the whole loop. However, by construction, such models
would always predict zero non-thermal broadening at the apex of
the loop if viewed roughly perpendicular to the loop axis. How-
ever, this is not observed (e.g. Peter 2010), and an additional
mechanism would be required to explain the non-thermal mo-
tions perpendicular to the magnetic field.
In 3D MHD models of an active region the non-thermal
broadening does not change significantly with line formation
temperature (contrary to observations) and falls short by a fac-
tor of two at the temperatures with the strongest broadening of
about 30 km s−1 (Peter et al. 2006). This indicates that the spatial
resolution of such 3D active region models is not sufficient: if
the resolution were higher, the simulations would produce mo-
tions on scales smaller than those resolved in current models, and
presumably the velocities on the small scales could be higher.
In turn, this could provide an explanation for the observed non-
thermal broadening. To understand the observation that the non-
thermal broadening does not change with spatial resolution, De
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Pontieu et al. (2015) suggested that acoustic shocks along the
line of sight could produce the non-thermal broadening. While
their results gave the correct general correlation between inten-
sity and width, the non-thermal broadening fell short by a factor
of two to three. Also, none of the forward models (i.e. those that
synthesize emission line profiles) gave systematically enhanced
wings of the line profiles as found in observations.
1.3. Summary and purpose
In summary, a number of observed properties of coronal loop
emission spectra (forming around one to a few MK) exist to
constrain models, and so far remain (collectively) unexplained:
(i) the non-thermal broadening is of the order of 15–30 km s−1,
(ii) the broadening is approximately independent of instrument
resolution (down to ∼0.35′′), (iii) the correlation of line inten-
sity and the non-thermal broadening, (iv) the line profiles are
non-Gaussian with enhanced power in the wings. The properties
(i), (ii), and (iv) are all common to the emission lines originat-
ing from the transition region and corona, e.g. C iv, Si iv, Mg x,
Fe xii, or Fe xv, and have been seen essentially by all solar ex-
treme UV spectrometers with sufficient spectral resolving power.
Only property (ii) has been reported more recently, so it is docu-
mentded only for fewer lines (Si iv at 1394 Å; Fe xii at 195 Å and
1349 Å) observed with two instrument (IRIS, EIS; De Pontieu
et al. 2015; Testa et al. 2016). For a first-step model to provide a
self-consistent explanation of these observed properties, we will
focus on just one spectral line originating from the corona.
In our study we will concentrate on the non-thermal motions
as observed in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) Fe xii emission
line from the solar corona originating at temperatures of about
1.5 MK. We investigate synthesised Fe xii emission line profiles
based on simulations of MHD turbulence in coronal loops – ex-
amining the extent to which the above four properties are repro-
duced. The turbulence is induced naturally during the relaxation
of a braided magnetic field within the loop, as in the braiding
model for coronal heating introduced by Parker (1979, 1988). In
the following section we describe the simulations and methods
of our analysis. Then in Section 3 we analyse the spectra ob-
tained, and compare this with the distribution of velocities within
the loop. In Sections 4 and 5 we present a discussion and con-
clusions.
2. Numerical simulations and spectral synthesis
We analyse the results of resistive MHD simulations that in-
clude thermal conduction and optically thin radiation in the en-
ergy equation. The simulation setup and equations solved are de-
scribed in detail in Pontin et al. (2017) – the initial magnetic field
we use is the “Braid1" field from that paper (see also Wilmot-
Smith et al. 2010; Pontin et al. 2011). Indeed, our simulation
setup is identical, except we use here an increased spatial reso-
lution of 6402 × 512.
In short, we begin at t = 0 with a braided magnetic field that
is close to – but crucially not in – force-free equilibrium. The
subsequent evolution of this field leads to a state of decaying
turbulence, described below. At t = 0 the plasma has a uniform
density (2 × 10−11 kg m−3) and temperature (5 × 105 K). Hyper-
resistivity and -viscosity are employed in order to minimise dis-
sipation of structures that have sizes substantially larger than the
grid spacing. Magnetic field lines in the domain all connect be-
tween the planes z = ±24 (Mm). These boundararies represent
the base of the corona, and here the field is line-tied with the
(a) (b)
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Fig. 1. Overview of the modelled coronal loop. (a) Volume rendering of
the modulus of the current density together with selected magnetic field
lines at t = 92 s. (b) Synthesised Fe xii emission for the whole loop with
LOS along y. Over-plotted are boxes showing the fields-of-view used in
Figure 4. Axis markers are in Mm and the intensity is normalised to 1.
plasma velocity being fixed to zero. The x and y boundaries are
periodic. The field line tangling is confined within a radius of
∼ 2 Mm from the z-axis compared to a loop length of 48 Mm,
and the axial field strength in the loop is 100 G.
The motivation to begin with an already-braided magnetic
field – as opposed to injecting the braiding via boundary motions
– is as follows. It is well established that in flux braiding simula-
tions, the current sheets within the domain grow thinner at an ex-
ponential rate as successive boundary perturbations are applied
(van Ballegooijen 1988a,b; Mikic´ et al. 1989; Pontin & Hornig
2015). Therefore the onset of reconnection and energy dissipa-
tion is expected to be later for higher magnetic Reynolds number
(Rm). In particular, for the numerically-accessible values of Rm
in 3D MHD simulations1, reconnection commences much ear-
1 In general the value of Rm in simulations is limited by the numerical
resolution. Depending on the scheme employed, either an explicit resis-
tivity must be used to stop structures collapsing to the grid scale (and
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lier than it would on the Sun. The statistically-steady state that is
eventually reached in boundary-driven braiding simulations has
an average field perpendicular to the loop axis, or equivalently
degree of tangling, that increases with Rm – i.e. again, the field
lines are not as braided/tangled at numerically-accessible values
of Rm as would be expected at coronal parameters. We there-
fore take a different approach, which is to begin with a field that
is approximately as strongly braided as expected in the corona,
based on the estimations of Pontin & Hornig (2015), and follow
a relaxation process in the presence of dissipation.
The plasma and magnetic field evolution in the simulations
has been described in detail in a series of papers (Pontin et al.
2011; Pontin et al. 2016, 2017), so we give only a summary
here. Due to the highly tangled nature of the field lines, the field
rapidly develops thin, intense current layers (Pontin & Hornig
2015). Reconnection in these current layers triggers a cascade to
small scales, fragmentation of the current distribution (e.g. Fig-
ure 1), and the initiation of decaying turbulence. During this
turbulent decay the magnetic field topology gradually simplifies
through many localised reconnection events, with the magnetic
energy being converted into kinetic and thermal energy, lead-
ing eventually to a non-linear force-free field that retains finite,
large-scale twist but no field line tangling (Pontin et al. 2011).
Important for the present study are the velocities generated dur-
ing the turbulent relaxation, which are visualised at a represen-
tative time in Figure 2. As we see from the plots, the velocity
fluctuations in x and y are typically larger than those parallel to
the loop axis (z). This is due to the presence of the dominant z-
component of the magnetic field. As discussed in detail in Pontin
et al. (2011); Pontin et al. (2016), the turbulence eventually dies
out as the thin current layers are replaced by a weak, distributed
current density whose gradient has length scale on the order of
the loop width. At this time the decay of the total energy transi-
tions from power law to exponential in time, and the power-law
inertial range in the spatial magnetic energy spectrum is lost.
While the system is not in an exact equilibrium the turbulent re-
laxation is complete – this transition occurs in our simulations
for t ∼ 200 − 300 s.
Synthetic emission spectra are calculated using the FoMo
package (Van Doorsselaere et al. 2016). Line-integrated emis-
sion signatures are calculated for the Fe xii (193 Å, ∼ 1.5×106 K)
line making use of Chianti v7 (Landi et al. 2013), and in par-
ticular the coronal abundances of Schmelz et al. (2012) – see
Figure 1(b). Under the assumption of ionization equilibrium, at
each grid point the emission to be expected from the Fe xii line
at 193 Å is calculated based on the atomic data and procedures
contained in Chianti. The spectral profile at each grid point is
then assumed to be a Gaussian with a width being the thermal
width as defined in Eq. (1) with the temperature T given as found
in the MHD model at that grid point and the mass m of the Fe
atom. The profile at each grid point is shifted by a wavelength
equivalent to the Doppler shift caused by the velocity along the
line-of-sight at that gridpoint. Finally, the line profiles are inte-
grated along the line-of-sight.
As the loop evolves and magnetic energy is converted to ki-
netic and thermal energy, the emission in the coronal line of
Fe xii evolves, too. As shown by the blue curve in Figure 3(a),
the loop brightens and then dims in the Fe xii emission. Looking
causing numerical artefacts), or numerical dissipation occurs which pre-
vents this collapse to the grid scale, acting like a resistivity. In either
case this (effective) resistivity is many orders of magnitude larger than
the expected coronal value, meaning that Rm is many orders of magni-
tude smaller than in the corona.
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Fig. 2. Turbulence induced flows and currents in the loop. All three
velocity components and the current density parallel to the loop axis, in
the plane z = 2 Mm, after 92 s of the simulation. Over-plotted are boxes
showing the fields-of-view used in Figure 4.
at the black curves in the same plot, we see that this is due to a
heating of loop strands to ∼ 1.5 × 106 K, followed by a subse-
quent cooling. Note that the radiative cooling time (a few hun-
dred seconds at these parameters) is longer than the timescale of
the observed rapid drop in temperature (and in addition the full
radiative losses are not applied – see Pontin et al. 2017). Com-
paring the peak temperature (solid line) and average temperature
(dashed), we see that the cooling is primarily due to a redistribu-
tion of the thermal energy. This is achieved by (i) thermal con-
duction along the loop, and (ii) transport of heat perpendicular
to the loop axis by the continual reconnection of field lines (ev-
ery field line is on average reconnected multiple times during the
relaxation, see Pontin et al. 2011).
3. Line profiles in the forward model
In the following we will present spectral profiles resulting from
our forward model. We will investigate if the four key obser-
vational properties concerning non-thermal broadening are re-
produced by our model. As detailed in the introduction, these
are that the non-thermal broadening (i) is typically about 15–
30 km s−1, (ii) is independent of spatial resolution, and (iii)
shows a correlation with intensity. Finally, (iv) the line profiles
show enhanced wings. As discussed in the introduction, these
properties are commonly found in all major emission lines from
the transition region and corona in a number of solar features.
For the purpose of this study, we will concentrate on the prop-
erties found in coronal emission, more specifically on the Fe xii
that forms at around 1.5 MK in equilibrium. For such a coronal
line in active region loops (as we model here) the non-thermal
broadening is at the lower end of the above mentioned range,
about 15–20 km s−1 (e.g. Testa et al. 2016). This choice of Fe xii
is motivated because many of the observations we refer to in the
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 3. Temporal evolution of the relaxing loop. (a) Peak temperature
(solid line) and average temperature (dashed) for x, y ∈ [−1.9, 1.9] Mm,
z ∈ [−23, 23] Mm, together with the emission in Fe xii integrated over
the same volume, i.e. essentially from the whole loop. (b) Blue: mag-
netic energy in excess of the energy of the potential (uniform, verti-
cal) field during the simulation. Black solid line: Spectral line width
with line of sight parallel to the y-axis and viewing window with limits
x ∈ [−1.9, 1.9] Mm, z ∈ [−23, 23] Mm. Black dashed line: line width
with LOS parallel to the loop axis for z ∈ [10, 20] Mm and viewing
window x ∈ [−2.3, 2.3], y ∈ [−1, 2.6] Mm. Dotted: thermal width of 21
km/s at T = 1.5 × 106 K.
introduction have been performed with lines from this ion, and
because it is a typical coronal line widely used in coronal stud-
ies — in spectroscopy as well as imaging. Because our model
does not include a transition region from the chromosphere to
the corona, any conclusions for lines forming at temperatures
below 1 MK have to wait for a more advanced model.
3.1. Line width: loop-averaged behaviour
We first investigate the average properties of the synthetic line
profiles of Fe xii synthesised as described in Sect. 2. We focus
primarily on profiles obtained for line-of-sight (LOS) perpendic-
ular to the loop axis, along which the strongest Doppler veloci-
ties are found. We find that the particular LOS perpendicular to
the loop axis chosen does not materially affect the conclusions,
and so we stick here to an LOS parallel to the y-axis.
First we take a viewing window that covers a substantial po-
tion of the simulated loop, and plot the width of the spectral line
as a function of time – see Figure 3(b). (Specifically, at each
time we fit a Gaussian to the line profile, and extract the 1/e-
width of the Gaussian.) We clearly observe a rapid increase in
the line width above the thermal width over the first ∼ 20 s, after
which the line width slowly decreases again towards the thermal
value, in line with the decaying nature of the turbulence dur-
ing the relaxation (as evidenced by the magnetic energy curve
in the Figure). The thermal speed for Fe xii in the corona is ap-
proximately 21 km/s (assuming a line formation temperature of
T ≈ 1.5×106 K). The line width drops to roughly this value after
the magnetic field is relaxed at around 200 s to 300 s and hence
the turbulent motions become negligible. At that time the non-
resolved motions within the loop have ceased, meaning the non-
thermal broadening dropped to zero, and the line width dropped
to the thermal width. We also find an oscillatory behaviour in
the line width which is on the timescale of the Alfvén loop travel
time of 50 s and essentially reflects waves bouncing back and
forth through the loop.
With the significant temporal evolution of the line width,
the question arises which width should be representative, i.e.
which width we would expect in actual observations based on
this model. The intensity in the loop reaches a peak value around
t = 100 s to 140 s (larger than 90% of peak value; Fig. 3a). Con-
sequently, the loop element modeled here would be best visible
(and probably brighter than its surroundings) during that time
frame. Thus the width at these times should be expected in ob-
servations. Based on Fig. 3b we find 1/e widths of the Fe xii line
ranging from about 25 km/s to 30 km/s. Subtracting the thermal
width of Fe xii (21.2 km/s), we find that these values correspond
to non-thermal broadenings in the range of 14 km/s to 21 km/s
(see Eq. 2). This coincides very well with the range of non-
thermal broadening found in observations for the very same line
(e.g. Testa et al. 2016). Thus we can explain the key observa-
tional finding (i) as detailed in the introduction and the begin-
ning of Sect. 3 — at least around the line formation temperature
of Fe xii, which is 1.5 MK.
Due to the dominance of the magnetic field component along
the loop, the r.m.s. value of vz is substantially smaller than vx
and vy (see Figure 2). As a result, the line broadening for a LOS
parallel to the loop axis is substantially smaller. This is demon-
strated by the dashed line in Figure 3, which shows the line width
for a portion of the loop for z ∈ [10, 20] Mm (chosen to simulate
the effect of looking down the leg of a curved loop). In the Fig-
ure we see that the line width is in this case always less than or
equal to the thermal width at line-formation temperature. This is
because much of the plasma in the loop is well below the line-
formation temperature, at T < 1 MK, at which the thermal width
is wth < 17.2 km/s. It is worth noting that the average value of
Bxy (relative to Bz) is expected to scale with Rm (Longcope &
Strauss 1994; Ng et al. 2012), so that for coronal parameters (for
which the average of Bxy is expected to decrease more slowly
during the turbulent decay) we might expect less of a discrep-
ancy between the degree of the broadening between the perpen-
dicular and parallel directions. Furthermore, flows along the loop
are also suppressed by the closed boundaries at the line-tied foot-
points (at which the mass flux is zero), which might contribute
to our under-estimation of the non-thermal broadening parallel
to the loop axis.
3.2. Line width: dependence on resolution and field of view
To probe the behaviour in more detail we select fields of view
(FOV) of different sizes, and plot the line profile for these in
Figure 4, at the time t = 50 s, i.e. at the first time that the loop-
averaged loop emissivity exceeds 50% of its temporal maximum.
We choose three approximately square FOVs of increasing size,
and a final FOV that covers the entire loop excluding the foot-
points – see the boxes marked in Figure 1(b). In the bottom row
in the figure, histograms of the LOS velocity (vy) in the voxels
within the different FOVs are shown for comparison. We observe
that the line width is largely unaffected by the size of the FOV
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Fig. 4. Synthesised line profiles and velocity distributions at time t = 50 s. Top row: Profiles of the Fe xii line at 193 Å with the peak intensity
normalized to unity plotted as a function of Doppler velocity (black). These are for field-of-views of different sizes as indicated above the panels
and illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Bottom: Histograms of LOS velocities (vy) at voxels within the corresponding viewing window (black). The red lines
show single Gaussian fits to the respective profiles. The numbers in red in the top left of each panel indicate the width of each Gaussian fit
(Gaussian width equal to half width at 1/e of line peak). The percentages in blue in the top right show the emission of the actual profile (in black)
in excess of the single Gaussian fit (in red). The green profiles show a fit to the line profile or velocity distribution by a kappa function.
(Figure 4). This is even more pronounced at later times (see plots
in the appendix, Figs. A.1 and A.2).
The reason for this independence of the line width on the
FOV size can be found in the distribution of the velocities. Be-
cause the turbulent motions are found on a large range of scales,
down to the resolution limit of the simulation, when consider-
ing volumes with side length being a sizable fraction of the loop
diameter, we can expect always roughly comparable widths of
these distributions of turbulent velocities. Looking at the veloc-
ity histograms, we find that the Doppler broadening is associated
with a range of different LOS velocities along the LOS (note that
the smallest FOV is only 0.5 × 0.5 Mm (38 × 6 simulation pix-
els) compared with a depth along the LOS of 4 Mm). In general
and very roughly, the width of the spectral line for each FOV
size, wline, is given by the quadratic sum of the width of the ve-
locity distribution wvelo and the thermal width of Fe xii of about
wth = 21 km/s, i.e. w2line ≈ w2velo + w2th. Because the distribu-
tion of the turbulent velocities depends only weakly on the FOV
size (when considering a sizable fraction of the loop diameter),
also the width of the spectral line profiles would be insensitive
to FOV size.
This is consistent with the key observational finding (ii) that
the line broadening in the corona is independent of instrument
resolution. Here as in the observations by Testa et al. (2016) this
is the case for Fe xii. The location of the centre of the FOV does
not materially affect this result: although the details of the ve-
locity histogram vary between different FOV locations over the
loop, the overall broadening remains largely unchanged. Figures
A.1 and A.2 in the Appendix show the gradual narrowing of the
spectra and associated velocity pdfs at later time, consistent with
the black curve in Figure 3(a).
3.3. Non-Gaussian nature of line profiles – enhanced wings
Another striking feature of the line profiles in Figure 4 is
their systematically non-Gaussian nature. To illustrate the non-
Gaussian nature, we applied a single Gaussian fit to the line pro-
files. Because the lines appear to have excess emission in the line
wings, for the fit we give more weight to the line core in order
to get a good fit of the synthetic profiles near their center. In the
plots, we note the width of the single Gaussian fit and the excess
emission of the synthesized profile when compared to the sin-
gle Gaussian fits (cf. top row of Fig. 4). The latter quantifies the
non-Gaussian nature of the synthesized line profiles.
There is a clear enhancement in the wings of the distribution
compared with the Gaussian fit. Typically, the excess emission
in the wings of the synthesized Fe xii profiles (as compared to a
single Gaussian) amounts to some 10% to 20%, even though for
small regions this can be significantly higher (top row of Fig. 4).
This is qualitatively and quantitatively consistent with the key
observational finding (iv), even though these symmetrically en-
hanced wings have only been reported in Fe xv and Si iv.
The non-Gaussian nature of the line profiles is a direct con-
sequence of the LOS velocities, consistent with the turbulent
nature of the evolution (as discussed in the following section).
The distributions of the velocities, when considered over a large
enough region of more than 1×1 Mm2, show also clearly en-
hanced wings (see bottom row of Fig. 4). Actually, these dis-
tributions can be fitted quite well by a kappa-distribution (over-
plotted in green).
This enhancement in the wings is most pronounced at early
times when the velocities are largest (in the first few 10s of sec-
onds the evolution is dominated by a handful of reconnecting
current sheets and associated flows, as the turbulent cascade is
set up – see e.g. Pontin et al. (2011) – and so velocity histograms
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are dominated by a few sharp peaks for smaller FOVs). After
∼50 seconds the current distribution has fragmented, and the ve-
locity has become more turbulent – the wing enhancements are
quite pronounced at this time as shown in Figure 4. As time pro-
gresses, the additional power in the wings gradually reduces, and
towards the end of the relaxation (t > 200 s) – when the turbu-
lent decay is largely complete (see Section 2) – the line profiles
are indistinguishable from a fitted Gaussian (see plots in the ap-
pendix, Figs. A.1 and A.2). Essentially, as time goes by and the
magnetic field relaxes, the line profiles reach a (single) Gaussian
shape with a width comparable to the thermal width.
For the smallest viewing window selected, of size 0.5 Mm2,
the synthesised line profile is found to vary substantially between
different locations in the loop and times, as shown in Figure 5.
Comparing with the length scales of the velocities in Figure 2,
we see that individual coherent flows are present at these scales.
It is interesting to note that the broadest and most non-Gaussian
profiles are to be found close to the edges of the loop (i.e. away
from the axis). This may be due to rapid twisting/untwisting of
bundles of flux in these regions, though whether it is a generic
feature would require further study of, e.g., different patterns
of field braiding within the loop. Interestingly, at this size FOV
we can start to pick out highly-non-Gaussian profiles including
some with double peaks.
3.4. Relation between line width and intensity
Finally, we examine the relation between the line width and the
peak intensity for FOVs covering our entire loop. This is shown
in Figure 6 at the representative time of t = 124 s, when the loop
is brightest (see Figure 3). We see, consistent with the observa-
tions, a clear correlation between the two.
Spectroscopic observations in the Fe xii lines at 195 Å and
1349 Å show non-thermal motions in an active region loop of
up to 40 km/s, with the bulk part being in the range from zero to
20 km/s non-thermal broadening (Testa et al. 2016, their Fig. 10).
This latter range corresponds to line widths (at 1/e) from about
21 km/s to 29 km/s. We indicate this range in Figure 6 by hori-
zontal lines and find that indeed also in our model the bulk part of
the data points shows widths of Fe xii in this range. (Only at very
small intensities we see line widths below the thermal width of
Fe xii, i.e. 21 km/s, because these originate from cool plasma, be-
low 1 MK that would not show up in real observations). Equally
important to matching the actual values of the line width, our
model shows the trend that the line width increases with line in-
tensity.
We can speculate that this correlation in our model is due to
the fact that the strongest flows in the loop are associated with
recently reconnected bundles of flux, and that these tend to have
the highest temperatures due to Ohmic heating within the cur-
rent layers (see comparison of emission and current distribution
in Pontin et al. 2017). This correlation is observed throughout
the turbulent phase of the evolution, becoming much less pro-
nounced at later times as the number of ‘pixels’ with substantial
non-thermal widths decreases.
4. Discussion
The results described above demonstrate that the non-thermal
broadening in coronal lines is consistent with Parker’s picture of
coronal heating by magnetic field line braiding. To extract a “typ-
ical" degree of broadening from the simulations, we consider the
time period within which the loop would be most readily observ-
able, specifically when the overall intensity of the loop is greater
than ∼ 90% of its temporal maximum. During this time the 1/e-
width of the Fe xii emission averaged over the loop varies be-
tween 25 and 30km s−1, corresponding to a non-thermal broad-
ening between 14 and 21km s−1, which is consistent with the ob-
servations as discussed in Section 1. It is notable that the broad-
ening is essentially independent of resolution and of the FOV
location for FOV larger than 1.4 Mm2 (0.5′′×0.5′′), again con-
sistent with observations (see Section 1). We speculate that this
number maybe be dependent on the magnetic Reynolds number
(though note that it is substantially larger than the typical grid
spacing or current sheet thickness).
Another unexplained feature of observations – described in
Section 1 – that is reproduced in our model is the non-Gaussian
nature of the line profiles. Our study suggests that this is asso-
ciated with the underlying nature of the velocity fluctuations. In
hydrodynamic turbulence, the non-Gaussian nature of velocity
fluctuations has been demonstrated in experiments (Anselmet
et al. 1984). This is interpreted as a signature of “intermittency"
in the dynamics: a preferential occurrence of large events that
violates the self-similarity across scales assumed in, for exam-
ple, the original turbulence model of Kolmogorov (1941). Such
enhanced, non-Gaussian wings are also observed in probability
distribution functions of various quantities in 2D and 3D MHD
turbulence simulations (Biskamp 2003). Indeed, Servidio et al.
(2011) argued that the large events or coherent structures at dissi-
pation scales are correlated with sites of current layers and mag-
netic reconnection. The non-Gaussian distribution of magnetic
field and velocity fluctuations has also been observed in solar
wind turbulence (Sorriso-Valvo et al. 1999; Bruno & Carbone
2013).
It is worth mentioning here a number of restrictions of the
simulations on which these results are based, whose relevance
could be addressed in future work. First, there is no bound-
ary driving in the simulations: this is consistent with the coro-
nal evolution so long at the energy release time of the relax-
ing braid is short compared to the energy injection timescale.
However, this is mostly likely not true for all coronal loops. For
instance, the driving and energy injection could be more inter-
mittent and bursty in coronal loops subjected to reconnection at
their footpoints as found in recent observations (e.g. Chitta et al.
2017, 2018). Second, the dependence of the turbulent relaxation
on magnetic Reynolds number, and effect on synthesised ob-
servables remains to be fully explored (though see Pontin et al.
2011). Third, here the lower and upper boundaries of our domain
are closed and line-tied, excluding the complex interaction with
the lower layers of the atmosphere. Loop curvature (and associ-
ated expansion) and gravitational stratification are also ignored.
Each of these restrictions is necessary for reasons of computa-
tional expense in order to sufficiently resolve the turbulent re-
laxation in the loop. However, their effect should be explored in
future work.
5. Conclusions
We have demonstrated that four key observational signatures of
coronal loops are consistent with the braiding model for coronal
heating first proposed by Parker (1988). These are obtained by
synthesising spectra based on MHD simulations of turbulent re-
laxation in a coronal loop, that is generated self-consistently by
an observationally-motivated level of field line braiding.
First, non-thermal line widths from braiding-induced turbu-
lence are the right order-of-magnitude to explain observed non-
thermal line broadening. Second, the fact that this broadening
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Fig. 5. Line profiles of Fe xii for various times and windows of the same size as the smallest one in Figure 4 (0.5Mm×0.5Mm). Rows are times:
t = 40, t = 60, t = 72, t = 92. Columns are position across the loop (all at same height): centre is in the centre and adjacent to it are windows
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Fig. 6. Correlation between intensity and width of Fe xii synthesized
from the model. Scatter plot of the peak intensity versus the 1/e-width
of a fitted Gaussian, for viewing windows of size 0.5 Mm2 at t = 124 s.
The horizontal lines at w = 21 km s−1and w = 29 km s−1correspond
to non-thermal broadening of 0 and 20 km s−1, respectively, based on a
thermal width of 21 km s−1(T = 1.5 × 106 K). See Sect. 3.4.
comes from line-of-sight integration (essentially independent of
the field of view) may explain why broadening is observed to
be independent of instrument resolution. Indeed, we find in the
present simulations that the broadening is essentially indepen-
dent of resolution or the particular location of the FOV for FOV
sizes greater than 1.4 Mm2. This number may well be influenced
by the magnetic Reynolds number.
Third, our simulations exhibit a positive correlation between
the line intensity and the non-thermal broadening. We speculate
that this correlation is due to the fact that the strongest flows
in the loop are associated with recently reconnected bundles of
flux, and that these tend to have the highest temperatures due to
heating within the current layers.
Finally, the braiding-induced turbulence mechanism also
provides a self-consistent explanation for wing enhancements on
emission spectra. These are related to the non-Gaussian nature of
the underlying velocity fluctuations that are responsible for the
line broadening. This is associated with intermittency in the tur-
bulence, consistent with previous observations and simulations
of turbulence.
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Appendix A: Additional plots
Figures show the same plots as in the main body of the article,
but at different times to demonstrate the temporal evolution. At
later times as the turbulence dies out the spectra gradually return
to a thermal width, and the excess wing broadening is substan-
tially decreased.
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Fig. A.1. Same as Figure 4, but at t = 92 s.
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Fig. A.2. Same as Figure 4, but at t = 200 s.
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